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Abstract

Option pricing is one of the important problem in finance and demands efficient algo-

rithms that produce accurate and fast results. This thesis aims to develop FLEETI: A

Framework for evaluating European options in a parallEl and disTributed environment

on a Network of Computers (NoCs). In this thesis, the NoC is an interconnection of a

collection of heterogeneous computers and an eight node shared memory machine. We

have implemented a multithreaded pricing algorithm on shared memory architecture us-

ing Java OpenMP (JOMP IBWKOOO, EPC]). FLEET uses the Common Object Request

Broker Architecture (CORBA [SGR99, Bol02]) as a client-server model where a client

requests for the value of an option (with certain characteristics of the option) over the net-

work to a server. The server computes the option value using the Black-Scholes [8573]

model, a partial differential equation. The server is multithreaded and uses one thread-

per-client policy to serve clients over the network. We use the explicit Forward-Time

Central-Space (FTCS) finite-difference scheme to solve the Black-Scholes equation on

the server side to evaluate the option price. 'We implemented a database containing the

'FLEET."f@(processorsinmycase)workingtogetherunderonecommand'
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Abstract

current stock information of the asset of interest, which can be accessed remotely. 'We

compare and analyze the performance results using different scheduling technique on the

shared memory machine with eight processors and achieve a speedup of approximately

4 running 16-threads. A key contribution is that the framework integrates the CORBA

with the option pricing model.
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Chapter 1"

Introduction

Research in financial derivatives is one of the emerging areas of scientific computing.

The price dynamics of the financial securities that the investor purchases determines the

investor's overall budget. The investor selects an asset based on price, his budget and the

market trend. Finance models used for evaluation and forecasting purposes to help the

investor with the selection process typically lead to large dynamic, nonlinear problems

that have to be solved in a short time span to beat the competition in the market place.

The computational requirements for solving such models are huge and therefore, demand

efficient algorithms and high performance computing capabilities [KNR00,Zen99].

Models of financial derivatives are generally manifested as a system of stochastic

partial differential equations (PDEs). Solution of such systems on a sequential computer

will require hours or may be even days depending on the size of the problem. Parallel

computing speeds up the computational process by assigning tasks evenly to many pro-

cessors. The processors co-operate and co-ordinate in the tasks to provide fast, reliable

solutions.

An investor is not only concerned with the end result but also to obtain this result

1
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swiftly. The investors are not normally engineers or computer scientists. They could

be ordinary people investing their money in a dynamic market environment. They are

neither expected to know nor understand the underlying architecture of a computer or

network nor should they need to understand the algorithm used to get their result. This

leads easily to a client-server model, where the client allows the investor to request in-

formation from a server that transparently provides the required information. The clients

could be distributed over Internet.

L.L Basic Definitions

Options were introduced to protect investments from market risk and to increase the re-

turn from a portfolio. There are two parties in an option contract: the holder and the

writer. A holder has the right to purchase/sell the underlying asset at a set price, if
helshe chooses, within a specified time. The option writer has the obligation to fulfill the

holder's choice. Only the terms that are relevant to the current thesis work are described

here, for all other types of options and their definition, please refer to [Hu102]. Buy-

ing and selling underlying assets through an option contract are known as Call and Put

options.

o Call Option: A call option [Hul02] is a contract that gives the right to its holder

(i.e. buyer) without creating an obligation, to buy a prespecified underlying asset

at a predetermined price. Usually this right is created for a specific time period,

e.g. six months. If the option can be exercised only at its expiration (i.e. the

underlying asset can be purchased only at the end of the life of the option), the

option is referred to as an European style Call Option (or European Call). If it

can be exercised on any date before its maturity then the option is referred to as an

American style Call Option (or American Call).
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. Put Option: A put option [Hul02] is a contract that gives to its holder the right

without creating the obligation, to seII a prespecified underlying asset at a prede-

termined price. If the option can be exercised only at its expiration date (i.e. the

underlying asset can be sold only at the end of the life of the option), the option is

referred to as an European style Put Option (or European Put). If it can be exer-

cised on any date before its maturity then the option is referred to as an American

style Put Option (or American Put).

c Stock Price: The stock price refers to the current price of a stock when the option

is decided upon.

o Strike Price: The strike price (also referred to as the exercise price) is the agreed

upon price of the underlying asset that will be used at the time of exercising the

option.

o Payoff: If the option is exercised at sometime in the future, the payofffromthe call

option is the amount by which the stock price exceeds the strike price. Call options

therefore become more valuable as the stock price increases. For a. put option, the

payoff at exercise is the amount by which the strike price exceeds the stock price.

Thus, a put options become more valuable as the stock price decreases. In other

words, put options behave in the opposite way when compared to call options.

o Expiration Time: The time of day at which an option expires on the expiration

date. Both put and call options become more valuable if the time to expiration is

long as the holder of an option with longer life has more exercise opportunities

than the holder of an option with shorter life.

Let us consider an example to understand the concept of option pricing. Let us sup-

pose that the stock price of XYZ stock is $ 100 on May I,2005. We enter into a European
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call option contract to buy the stock at $108 after six months i.e. on November 1,2005.

On November 1, 2005, if the stock price is $115 then we can exercise the option i.e. buy

the stock at $108 and by immediately selling it in the open market, we can make a profit

of $7 per share. On the other hand if the stock price on November I,2005 is less than

$108, we are not obligated to buy the stock.

I.2 FLBET

For this study, we have developed a software system to price options. It is a client-server

based framework called FLEET. We call our framework FLEET, for two reasons. First,

"fleet" refers to a number of warships (processors in our case) working together under

one command. Second, "fleet" means to move swiftly and in this research we move

quickly to a steady state solution using a parallel approach.

The focus of the research, therefore, is two fold: (I) developing a client-server frame-

work for investors where (a) a client requests information over the network to a server;

(b) the server provides the solution as fast as possible to the client and (II) developing

a multithreaded algorithm for option pricing using Java OpenMP (JOMP) on a shared

memory machine. The server providing the services is also a multithreaded server de-

veloped using Java threads. We assume the clients are in a distributed network where

the computers are heterogeneous with different operating systems and computing speeds

etc.. The underlying framework for FLEET is the Common Object Request Broker Ar-

chitecture (CORBA) [SGR99, Bol02]. CORBA allows the clients to request information

from the server by making a method invocation without knowing whether the targetted

CORBA object is implemented in the same process or it is implemented in a separate

process possibly on a remote machine. The information that the client requests from the

server is the price of an option which the user wants to invest in. We have created a
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graphical user interface (GUI) that allows a user connected to the Internet to use the GUI

to provide the required information (such as type of asset, expiration date of the option

contract, strike price etc.) for pricing an option's value.

For option pricing, the typical Black-Scholes (B-S) [BS73] model (see [Hul02] for a

thorough treatment of this model) is used. The B-S model is solved using the Forward-

Time Central-Space (FTCS) finite-difference technique (discussed in detail in Chapter 5).

Option pricing using the B-S model is a computationally intensive task that draws knowl-

edge and ideas from computational fluid dynamics. Moreover, non-linearity in the B-S

model and real-time solution requirements (to beat the competition in the market place)

makes it further challenging to solve the B-S equation. For faster pricing of the options

and to make real-time decisions, we chose to implement a multithreaded version of the

FTCS method on a shared memory machine.

The clients communicate with the server requesting the value of an option. The server

uses the capabilities of the symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) to compute the option value

using JOMP [BWKO00, EPC]. JOMP is an API that provides directives, library rou-

tines and environment variables to convert sequential code written in Java into parallel

code. Parallel computing is one way to solve a computationally intensive problem such

as option pricing more quickly. Since SMP's have globally shared memory machine, the

problem of data partitioning is alleviated. Partitioning is the process of dividing the data

on multiple computers for concurrent execution. Through multithreading (multitasking

within a single program), we exploit the concurrency of the algorithm and keep the sys-

tem of processors busy, thereby improving efficiency. The current problem formulation

follows the computational fluid dynamic principles in solving the B-S equation, we have

solved the problem using the F ICS algorithm utilizing the multithreading features of

JOMP[BWKO00]. The user chooses the stock of interest and then asks for the current

stock price. The server then connects remotely to a database to display the value to the
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user. The selection of the database depends on

asset.

1..3 Organizatlom

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. The background on parallel computing

environments is provided in Chapter 2. The background and related work on compu-

tational finance which includes four different numerical techniques (binomial lattice,

Monte-Carlo, fast Fourier transform and finite-difference techniques) is presented in

Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we discuss the role of CORBA in FLEET and how it is used

in our research. We describe our multithreaded pricing algorithm that uses FTCS finite-

difference method in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we show the effect of various parameters

on the value of the option and present the experimental results. Finally, we present our

conclusions and future work in Chapter 7 -

6
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Chapter 2

Background: Parallel Computing

Environments

Parallel computing is the simultaneous execution of a task (split up and specially adapted)

on multiple processors to obtain faster results. The term parallel computer (or parallel

processor) is used for a computer with more than one processing element (PE) or Cen-

tral Processing Unit (CPU). A system with thousands of such PEs is called a massively

parallel computers. Parallel computing is also an umbrella term for a variety of architec-

tures, including symmetric multiprocessing (SMP), clusters of symmetric multiprocessor

systems and massively parallel processors (MPPs) [Bat80].

Types of parallel computers can be distinguished by the kind of interconnection net-

work between the processors (or PEs); and between processors and memories. Flynn's

taxonomy [GGKKO3] coarsely classifies parallel computers according to whether all

processors execute the same instructions over multiple data at the same time (single in-

struction/multiple data - SIMD) or each processor executes different instructions over

multiple data (multiple instruction/multiple data - MIMD). In this chapter, we briefly

1
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describe Flynn's taxonomy and various parallel programming models.

2.1 Flynnts Taxonomy

Flynn classified the parallel (and serial) computers into four main categories according to

the number of instruction streams (ISs) and data streams (DSs) per cycle: Single Instruc-

tion Single Data (SISD), Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD), Multiple Instruction

Single Data (MISD), and Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD).

SISD refers to an architecture in which a single processor executes a single instruc-

tion stream (IS), to perform operations on the data stored in single memory. This archi-

tecture corresponds to the classical von Neumann machine or the sequential computer.

MISD is a type of parallel computing architecture where many functional units per-

form different operations on the same data. This model is very unconventional and the

applications for this architecture are few.

As most of the applications designed today fall under SIMD or MIMD models, these

models are described below.

2.1.1 Single Instruction Multiple Data

Single lnstruction Multiple Data (or SIMD) refers to a set of operations for efficiently

handling large quantities of data in parallel, as in a vector processor or array processor.

A SIMD machine consists of an array of PEs with their own local memories (LM) which

are controlled by a global control unit as shown in Figure 2.1. Instructions from a pro-

gram are broadcast to all PEs and each PE executes the same instruction in synchrony

but operates on different data (in their own local memories). As a global clock is re-
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quired to synchronize the operations in a SIMD machine, this is called a synchronous

programming models.

ILLIAC IV, see [BBK+68], was the first SIMD machine developed at University of

Illinois. SIMD machines became popular after the Cray Inc. [Inc] developed the first vec-

tor supercomputer in 1970s which used the SIMD instructions. MPP [Bat80] is another

example of SIMD architecture.

Figure 2.L: Logical view of SIMD model.

2.1.2 Multiple Instruction Multiple Data

The Multiple lnstruction Multiple Data (MIMD) machines, unlike SIMD machines, do

not require the global control unit. Each PE in a MIMD machine has its own independent

control unit (CU), thereby making it more flexible. All CPUs (PE and CU) perform dif-

ferent operations on different data and communicate through an interconnection network.

Programming on these machines is more challenging as compared to shared memory

machines as the programmer has to partition the data so that there is minimal or no com-

munication. MIMD uses an asynchronous programming model. Examples of MIMD
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would be a multiprocessor or a network of workstations. A pictorial representation of

the model is shown inFigwe2.2.

There is also a common extension to this model in which multiple autonomous pro-

cessors simultaneously execute the same program (but at independent points) on different

data. This is referred to as the 'Single Program, Multiple Data" or SPMD model. De-

pending on the memory organization, MIMD machines are classified into two categories

namely distributed memory multicomputers and shared memory multiple proces-

sors.

NIh CPU

Figure 2.2: Logical view of MIMD model.

2.2 Distributed Memory Multicomputers

A distributed memory multicomputer is an aggregation of several processing nodes that

collaboratively execute a single computational task in a transparent and coherent way, so

that they can be used, more or less, as a single, centralized system. The components of

a distributed application are designed to operate separately but these components must
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be able to communicate. The CPU are connected through an interconnection network as

shown in Figure 2.3 and since there is no global memory, the topology of the network

determines the communication overhead.

LM
a ,', '\'
.'LM',1
\.'- ,,:,1

Cachè .Cache.

CPU

The programmer is completely responsible for partitioning and distributing the data

among the CPUs to improve the performance of the algorithm. Partitioning is the pro-

cess of dividing the data on multiple computers for concurrent execution. As mentioned

before, there is no global memory so, when necessary, the CPUs communicate by mes-

sage passing. Message Passing.fnterface (MPÐ and Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) are

two message passing libraries that can be used on a distributed memory machine. The

Cosmic Cube [Sei85] and nCUBE [Cor87] are examples of such machines.

Figure 2.3: Logical view of a distributed memory machine.

CPU.

LM

I ntèrcónriectíon Network

Câche

CPU

2.3 Shared Memory Multiprocessors

As the name implies, shared memory multiprocessors have access to a shared global

memory [GGKK03] as shown in Figure 2.4. Unllke distributed memory multicomputers,
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in shared memory machines the programmer does not need to worry about partitioning,

distributing and mapping the data. One of the drawbacks of the globally shared memory

however, is that locks and semaphores are necessary to properly synchronize the access

to shared data. Examples of such machines include SGI Origin 3800 [Pub03] series.

Cache

CPU

Câche

CPU

Based on the organization of the memory, shared memory multiprocessors can be

classified as Uniþrm Memory Access (UMA); Non-Uniþrm Memory Access (NUMA);

or Cache-Only Memory Access (COMA) models.

Each CPU in UMA model requires equal time to access any memory over the inter-

connection network (Figure 2.5). These machines are also commonly called Symmetric

Multiprocessors (SMPs). Although it is easier to program on a machine using the UMA

model, these machines do not scale well despite the fact that high speed caches are used

to reduce access time to the memory.

In the NUMA model (Figure 2.6),the memory access time depends on the distance of

memory from the CPU. Each CPU can access its own local memory faster than remote

memory (the memory that is local to other PEs and is shared). NUMA machines are

lnteiconnèctìón N etWork

Figure 2.4: Logical view of a shared memory machine.

Cache

CPU

Global Memory
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Càche
l:: . :,..\

Cache.

çPU CPU

also sometimes called distributed shared memory machines. The remote memory access

time increases with the number of CPUs, thus, the role of cache memory becomes very

important. However, cache coherency problems may also arise. That is, two processors

(processor 1 and processor 2) may have cached copies of the same variable r. When

processor 1 updates the value of ø and writes the new value to memory, processor 2 is

unaware of this change. This causes processor 2 to have a stale value for ø. To solve this

cache coherency problem and to maintain stalability, techniques such as directory based

protocols can be used. Such NUMA machines are usually called cache-coherent NUMA

(CC-NUMA) machines. The SGI Origin 2800 series provides an example of a NUMA

architecture.

COMA machines (Figure 2.7) are a variant of NUMA machines where only cache

memories are prvided which are shared by all the PEs to form a global address space.

Memory

\./

lnterconnection'Network .

Cache

Figure 2.5: Uniform memory access model.

Memqry

CPU':

,a.., \
Meinory
,, l.' ,t ../
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Cache Cãche

CPU

/:. \
Memory

\.,/

CPU

2. .:\

Memor..V

Cache

Figure 2.6: Non-uniform memory access model.

f nþr¿onnèctioii Nët\,vòrk

:CPU

/.: t'
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CPU

càche

CPU

Figure 2.7: Cache-only memory access model.
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2.4 Multithreading

In massively parallel processors [Bat80], there are two types of latencies which com-

monly hinder the performance of algorithms: communication and synchronization lAI87l.

Communication latency arises when a processor requires data from another destination

processor and must wait for it to arrive. Synchronization between processors is required

until the data is ready at the destination processor. In both cases, processing resources

are wasted by being inactive.

To overcome these latencies, either data dependencies have to be reduced or data

locality has to be increased or both. The multithreading approach tries to hide the la-

tencies by overlapping computations with communications. In multithreading, each task

is divided into many threads where each thread is a sequence of instructions. The num-

ber of instructions per thread determine the granularity of the threads. The smaller the

number of instructions per thread, the finer is granularity. Threads with large number of

instructions are said to be coarse-grained.

There are many different types of multithreaded architectures, languages and libraries

described in the literature. These differ in the granularity, memory model, etc. Some of

them are explained below.

2.4.1 EARTH: A dataflow architecture

Dataflow computing [Den91] is a simple and powerful model for parallelism in a pro-

gram. The first research prototype of a fine-grain dataflow computer was designed

and built at University of Manchester [GKB87]. The attractiveness of the dataflow

model of computation is that all forms of parallelism can be expressed using it. This

makes dataflow a suitable environment for analysis of parallel algorithms, their sequen-
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tial threads and resource requirement [GBT87,TB9l]. EARTH (Efficient Architecrure

for Running THreads) [HMT+95] is an architecture based on a multithreaded data-flow

model of computation.

Two issues in general multiprocessor systems are the ability to tolerate synchroniza-

tion/communication latencies and the capacity for scalable parallel performance in the

presence of inter-processor communication. EARTH addresses these issues by, in part,

implementing thread execution and synchronization with separate units. By using this

approach, the incoming synchronization requests, which are kept in a special queue,

need not intemrpt the processing and this reduces the context-switching overhead since

less context switches must take place. Also, long-latency operations, such as block

moves, do not tie up the processor and this increases the performance of the system.

It might seem that creating a separate synchronization unit would double the implemen-

tation cost. However, synchronization tasks are specific, do not require much processing

power and can be easily implemented in a small amount of external hardware. In gen-

eral, EARTH style multithreading supports tolerability, spawnability and mobility. The

synchronization unit is designed to hide long and unpredictable latencies arising due to

inter-processor communication. The threaded C language [HMT+95] is used for pro-

gramming on EARTH.

2.4.2 The Tera Computer System

Tera [ACC+90] a multithraded, shared memory MIMD system, was the general-purpose

parallel computer. It was specifically designed for use in tackling large scale applications

such as reservoir simulation, seismic exploration, 3-D computer aided design, molecular

modeling, etc. A Tera system [ACC+90] can accommodate up to 256 processors and I28

hardware threads per processor.
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The Tera processor architecture is an efficient fine-grained multithreaded architecture

which performs a thread context switch every clock cycle. The major focus in the archi-

tecture is latency tolerance rather than latency reduction. The base of the Tera system

architecture is the shared memory which allows the programmers and compilers to en-

sure that most data is physically close (available in the local memory) to the processor at

the time of execution. Explicit-dependence lookahead technique facilitate the instruction

level parallelism.

2.4.3 Cilk: An efficient multithreaded runtime system

Cilk (pronounced "silk") [BJK+95] is a C-based runtime system for multithreaded par-

allel programming. A multithreaded language provides programmers with a means to

create and synchronize multiple computational threads, and the Cilk runtime system that

automatically schedules the execution of these threads on the processors of a parallel

computer. Cilk is a powerful language, it employs a work-stealing mechanism [BJK+95]

that tries to allow all processors to be busy throughout the entire execution of the al-

gorithm. Cilk is an algorithmic language, the parallel algorithm can be easily analyzed

using two parameters, "work" and "critical path". Therefore, the user can efficiently

judge the performance results with the theoretical results in Cilk.

2.4.4 Java

Java [OW99] provides threading for implementing coarse-grained multithreaded applica-

tions. Java threads can use all the features of the Java language. Although, Java supports

multithreading on single and multiple processors, it is not a good choice for fine-grained

parallelism as significant amount of time is required in context switching.
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2.4.5 PThreads

PThreads is an abbreviation for POSIX threads and is implemented as a library for

coarse-grained parallelism that provides POSlX-compliant functions for creating and

manipulating threads. The library uses preemptive threads which increases the context

switching time significantly on Linux and Unix systems.

2.4.6

The OpenMP organization [Org] refers to OpenMP as:

OpenMP

"The OpenMP Application Program Interface (API) supports multi-platform shared-

memory parallel programming in C/C++ and Fortran on all architectures, including

Unix platforms and Windows NT platforms. Jointly defined by a group of major com-

puter hardware and sofnuare vendors, OpenMP is a portable, scalable model that gives

shared-memory parallel programmers a simple andflexible interface for developing par-

allel applicatíons for platforms ranging from the desktop to the supercomputer"

Sequential code written in C/C++ and Fortran can easily be converted into multi-

threaded code using directives, library routines and environment variables provided by

OpenMP. The directives in OpenMP are treated at compile time making it easier for the

programmer to write and compile the code. In a non-OpenMP environment, the compiler

discards the directives as comments, so after compiling the code generated is sequential.

OpenMP uses control structures to exploit parallelism. OpenMP uses fork/join model

for multiple threads and upon encountering a parallel construct, a block of code is exe-

cuted concurrently by multiple threads. There are three types of work-sharing constructs

(Figure 2.8) in OpenMP tR. 0ll namely for loops; section; and single. Infor loop work

sharing, the threading can be fine-grained (allowing individual iterations of the loop to
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be executed by a thread) or coarse-grained (allowing a chunk of iterations of the loop

to be executed by a thread). Each thread performs the same operations on different data

sets following the SPMD model. This is also called "data parallelism". The sectionwork

sharing construct divides the work into separate, independent sections that are executed

concurrently by a thread. This construct is suitable for "functional parallelism". The

single work sharing construct serializes a section of code. It is useful for sections that

are not thread safe.

For Loop Sectlons

An OpenMP program starts with a single thread (the master thread) and on encoun-

tering a parallel construct, it creates slave threads according to the requirements of the

block (asequence of instructions). When a thread completes its work, it waits for the

other related threads to finish. At the end of the block execution when all threads have

finished their computations, the slave threads join together and the master thread contin-

ues its execution as a serial program.

Though the libraries and directives in OpenMP were designed for C/C++ and Fortran,

EPCC [EPC] (a research group at the University of Edinburgh in UK) undertook a re-

search project whose goal was to define and implement an OpenMP-like set of directives

Figure 2.8: Work sharing constructs using fork/join in OpenMP.

Master Thread

Slnole

Master Thread Master Thread
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and library routines for shared memory parallel programming in Java. EPCC created a

reference implementation, called JOMP (Java OpenMP) [Obd99, BWKOOO, KOB01],

that consists of a compiler and a runtime library. The compiler uses the in-line directives

to translate Java source code into multithreaded code with calls to the runtime library.

The whole system is pure Java and is thus platform independent. In this thesis, JOMP is

used for the parallel implementation of the pricing algorithm and Java threads are thus

used to implement the multithreaded server.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we provided a brief description of parallel computing environments.

Starting with Flynn's taxonomy, we described distributed and shared memory architec-

tures. We briefly introduced various multithreading paradigms including EARTH, Tera,

Cilk, Java, PThreads and OpenMP. We will use these concepts in the following chapters

where we design the parallel algorithm for option pricing.

20



Chapter 3

Background and Related Work on

Computational Finance

Finance researchers have developed models that calculate the option premiums as a func-

tion of certain variables. In the early 1970's, Fischer Black, Myron Scholes [8573], and

Robert Merton made a major breakthrough in pricing of stock options by developing an

model which is now known as Black-Scholes (B-S) model. The model makes simplify-

ing assumptions about how the real world market works but it is, nevertheless, widely

used by the market players and option traders. Changes in the financial market can take

place very rapidly. Black Monday (October I9,L987, see [Hul02]) has shown that asset

prices may change significantly in a very short time leading to financial calamities.

One of the important problems in finance is option pricing. Options on stocks were

first traded on an organized exchange in 1973 at Chicago Board of Options Exchange

(CBOE). Since then, there has been a dramatic increase in the options market. The

underlying assets of options include stocks, stock indices, foreign currencies and com-

modities [Hu102]. Many algorithms using different numerical and analytical techniques

2l
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have been developed for option pricing (see, for example [Bar04]) in the past. We next

describe the concept of discounting in section 3.1. This is required for computing op-

tion price using any numerical or analytical technique. Some of the commonly used

numerical techniques are discussed in the following subsections.

3.1 Discounting

Discounting is a term used in finance to identify the amount of money needed now for a

future return. For example, in bonds, we pay the discounted amount of the face value of

the bond set to expire at a future date. In simple terms, the amount needed to invest now

to get a larger return at a future date is known as the discounted value. Mathematically,

If M, R, andT are money (M) invested for a period of T at interest rate -R, then

P:M+I

where 1 is interest accrued and P is the value of M at mattrity. A small change in the

money invested can be written as:

d,M : M Rdt

dM
*:Rdt

tn(M): I nat,J

ln(M):Rt+c

M : ceRt

hence,

Therefore, the money M required now for a future return of P is given by

M : P"R(t-r¡

if t : T, M : P (boundary condition)

P:ceRT orc: Pe-Rr
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3.2 Numerical Techniques

Pricing techniques can be categorized according to whether they are analytical or numer-

ical. A model is said to be closed form if it can be written as a parsimonious equation, and

so one can obtain partial derivatives that are also analytic. Analytic solutions are gener-

ally provided for continuous-time models and are very rare. As the computational power

of computers has increased in the recent past, numerical methods that were considered

complicated about 10 years ago are now commonly being used to solve pricing problems

on notebook computers. When an analytical solution cannot be obtained, which is true

in most of the practical situations, a numerical technique must be used.

There are many numerical methods [Bar04, Hu102], including: (i) approximation

techniques (such as Monte-Carlo Simulation, for example [RST04, Sri02]); (ii) lattice

or tree based techniques (such as binomial, for example [T805, TLN+01]); (iii) fast

Fourier transform (FFT) based techniques [Bar04, BTT04, CM99]; (iv) finite-difference

techniques (for example [TR00, TZG04]). Any of these methods can be employed, de-

pending on the user's requirement in terms of accuracy and on the availability of compu-

tational resources. Although, the binomial lattice and Monte-Carlo methods have been

used predominantly, the finite-difference technique is gaining momentum among finance

engineers.

In this chapter, we first describe the various numerical techniques used and review

related work that has used the binomial lattice, Monte-Carlo and FFT techniques in sub-

sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, respectively, to illustrate the current trends in compu-

tational finance research. In subsection3.2.4, we explain the finite-difference technique

and try to summarize the related work done using the finite-difference technique for the

option pricing problem.
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3.2.1 The Binomial Lattice Techniques

The binomial lattice technique is a useful and intuitive techniques for pricing an op-

tion by constructing a binomial tree. In 19'79, Cox, Ross and Rubinstein [CRR79] used

this simple and intuitive technique for the first time to compute option price. Before

going into the mathematical details of this technique, let us consider a very simple ex-

ample [Hul02]: a stock is currently priced at $100 and it is known that at the end of six

months the stock price will either be $104 or $96. We are interested in evaluating the

European call to buy the stock for $102 in six months. If, after six months, the stock

price is $104, the value of the option will be $2; on the other hand, if the stock price is

$96, the value of the option will be zero. This simple scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Slock pr¡ce = $100

From the above example, it is clear that if no arbitragelopportunities exist, we can set

up a portfolio of a stock and an option in such a way that there is no uncertainty about the

value of the portfolio at the end of six months (i.e. 0.5 years). 'We first build a portfolio

with a long position (The state of actually owning a security, contract, or commodity)

in A shares of stock and a short position (in future contract, the promise to sell a fixed

amount of goods at a fixed price in the future) in one call option and then we can calculate

Figure 3.1: A simple example of stock price movement.

Stock priæ = 5104
Option priæ = 52

lThe simultaneous purchase and selling of a security to profit from a differential in price. This might

take place on different exchanges or in marketplaces.

Stock prìæ = 596
Option priæ = S0
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the value of A which makes the portfolio riskless. If the stock price moves up from $ 100

to $104, the value of the shares is 1044 and the value of the option is 2, so the total value

of the portfolio becomes 1044 - 2. If the stock price falls from $100 to $96, the value

of the shares is 964 and the value of the option is zero, so the total value of the portfolio

is 964. For a portfolio to be risk-neutral, the value of A has to be chosen in such a way

that the final value of the portfolio is the same for both alternatives. Therefore,

1044 - 2:96A,

This means, a riskless portfolio is:

Long: 0.25 shares

Short: 2 options

Thus, the value of the portfolio whether the stock price moves up or down is 24 (i.e.

I04 x 0.25 - 2 - 24;96 x 0.25 : 24). Let the risk-free rate be 70To per annum; for the

portfolio to be riskless, the value of the portfolio today must be the present valte of 24

given by 24e-'T, where e-'T is known as the discounting factor.

24e-0.70x0.50 :22.g2g

A:0.25

If the stock price today is $100 and suppose the option price is denoted by /, then the

value of the portfolio today is 100 x 0.25 - f or 25 - f .Therefore,

25 - f :22'829

f :2.777
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This implies that, in absence of arbitrage opportunities, the current value of the option

must be 2.17I. It would cost less than 22.829, if the value of the option were more than

2.lll and would also earn more than the risk-free rate.

To generalize, consider a stock whose current price is ^9 and the option on the stock

whose current price is /. If 7 is the expiration date, the stock price can either move

up from S --+ Su or drop down from,9 --- Sd where u > I and d < 1. Similarly, if
S '- Su, assume the payoff from the option is /,; and if .9 ---+ 

^9d, assume the payoff

from the option is /¿ as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: One-step tree of stock and option prices.

As before, let the portfolio consist of A shares of some stock in the long position and

a short position in one call option, for the portfolio to be risk-neutral:

SzA- f.:SdA-f¿

S¿
f,,

Option Value = Su¿ - t,

or

Equation 3.1 gives the ratio between the change in the option price to the change in

the stock price in time T. If r is the risk-free interest rate, the present value of the option

becomes (SuA - Íu)"-" and the value of setting up the portfolio is SA - /. Therefore,

sd
h

Opüon Valus = Sd¿ - fd

^ f,- f¿/\ - _^- S(u-d) (3.1)
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where

Equation 3.2 calculates the option price of a one-step binomial lattice and the term

pf. + (1 - p) f ¿ calculates the expected future payoff.

We have, so far, only described binomial lattice technique with one step (i.e. the

technique considers just one price movement during the entire period of the option con-

tract, whereby the actual price behavior information is lost). To be more realistic, we

must consider the stock price movements that are composed of large number of small

price movement in the given contract period [CRR79] as shown in Figure 3.3. In this

case the contract period 7 is divided into a large number of small time intervals of length

Lt : T lN where l/ is the number of steps.

f : e-'rlpf, + (t - p) Í¿)

e"T -dp- u-d

(3.2)

o'c
(L

o
Ø

Figure 3.3: A multi-step binomial lattice.
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Clark [Cla98] and Thulasiram et al. [TLN+01, TB02] developed parallel algorithm

for the binomial lattice approach to preice options. Their techniques involve construct-

ing a binomial lattice representing possible stock price movement from the present to

the expiry date of the option in an intuitive fashion. Futher, Thulasiram and Bon-

darenko [TB02] have developed parallel lattice algorithms for options with multiple

underlying assets and Huang and Thulasiram [HT05] have extended the study to price

Asian options. Small machine size is a bottleneck when the problem size is large. On the

other hand, multiprocessing does not always provide modest speedup for option pricing

problems if inefficient algorithms are used (see, for example [Cla98]). Though lattice

methods are perhaps the most widely used numerical method in finance, they are, in fact,

a special case of simple explicit finite-difference schemes [Hul02, TR00].

3.2.2 Monte-Carlo Simulation Based Techniques

Monte-Carlo Simulation [Sok96] is a procedure in which random numbers are generated

according to a probability distribution assumed to be associated with a source of uncer-

tainty, such as a new products sales or, more appropriately for our pu{poses, stock prices,

interest rates, exchange rates or commodity prices. Monte-Carlo simulation is a numeri-

cal approximation procedure that deliberately uses random numbers for the computation

of option price. In this technique [Hul02], sampling is done to calculate the expected

payoff in the risk-neutral world and then discounted at a risk-free interest rate. The ac-

curacy of the results is determined by the number of simulations performed. Moreove¡

the simulations performed are independent of each other and hence can be implemented

in parallel without any communication. This is known as an "embarrassingly parallel"

problem.

The Monte-Carlo technique exploits the relationship between option prices and ex-
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pectations to calculate the option prices from the simulation of asset prices. The basic

underlying model is the B-S Model [8573]. The steps to be followed to value the deriva-

tive with Monte-Carlo technique are described in [Hul02].

The Monte-Carlo simulation is advantageous when the payoff depends on the path

followed by the underlying asset ,S or when it depends on the final value of ,S. One

of the drawbacks, however, is that it is computationally very time consuming as many

simulations have to be done to ensure accuracy. An implementation that uses truly-

random numbers is called crude Monte-Carlo method whereas an implementation that

uses pseudo-random numbers is called quasi Monte-Carlo method.

Srinivasan [Sri02] used the quasi Monte-Carlo simulation technique for option pric-

ing while Rahmail et al. [RST05] used the crude Monte-Carlo simulation to study the

effect of incorrect volatilities for underlying assets on option pricing enors. In Monte-

Carlo simulations, increasing the sampling size increases the accuracy of the results.

However, as the sampling size increases, computational cost also increases. Monte-Carlo

methods are not generally regarded as well suited to the valuation of American options,

since they do not capture the early exercise date precisely.

3.2"3 Fast Fourier Tbansform Based Techniques

Traditionally, the fast Fourier transform G'pf) has been applied to problems in science

and engineering. Heston [Hes93] first used Fourier analysis for solving the option pricing

problem analytically. Following this work, Scott [Sco97l and Bakshi and Chen IBC97]

who used Fourier analysis to obtain the solution analytically and could not take advan-

tage of the computational power of FFT. In addition, these analytical approaches were

limited by their scalability due to the analytical integration needed to find the option

value. It was Carr and Madan [CM99] who eventually provided a numerical technique to
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evaluate option price using FFT. In this section, we first describe how most authors have

applied Fourier analysis to determine the option value followed by discussing Carr and

Madan's [CM99] numerical FFT technique.

Consider a European call option for an underlying asset whose asset price at maturity

(T) is ,S7 and whose characteristic function is given by:

where E is the expected return. Scott [Sco97] computed the risk-neutral probability of

finishing in-the-money (a call option is in-the-money if the asset price of the option is

greater than the strike price) using the above characteristic function as:

pr(sy > K) - rrz : *. + lo* ^"ï"-0Y""' 
lau e.4)

where K is the strike price and lc : lnK. The delta of the option is numerically calcu-

lated as:

ór("): Ele"""l,

Assuming risk-neutrality, constant interest rate r and no dividends

asset, the option value is calculated as:

C:Sf\-Ke-'rfI2

sr : lnSr

il,:;*+1,* o"tffilo"

Due to the restriction of the integrand to its real part, the FFT cannot be

evaluate the integral [Bar04]. To overcome this drawback and to apply the

B-S model, Carr and Madan [CM99] introduced a numerical technique.

Using the fact that the call value is a function of strike price, Carr and Madan [CM99]

define the call price function as:

cr&) : ":r [* ",,*rþr(u)du (3.i)¿\ / 2r Jo r¡\ /

(3.3)

(3.5)

of the underlying

(3.6)

applied to

FFT to the
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where ,þr(u) is the Fourier transform of the call price, and lc is the log of the strike price

K. Therefore, the call option price needs to be calculated at different strike prices of the

underlying asset in the contract. Discretizing equation 3.7 gives:

where M : e-"k lrr, u) : e-i and u3 corïesponds to various asset prices with 4 spacing.

In this way, the FFT can be used for the option pricing problem.

Extending this model, Barua et al. [Bar04, BTT04] improved the mathematics behind

the FFT of option pricing and have developed an efficient parallel algorithm to enable

quicker pricing of options based on an earlier work, where the authors identified a one-

to-one mapping between the Carr and Madan model and the popular Cooley-Tukey FFT

algorithm [TT03]. Cerny [Cer04] explains the working of FFT in the familiar bino-

mial option pricing model and how it relates to more complex continuous-time models

routinely used in the finance industry.

N-1
Cr(k) = M D lÞr(u¡)a"inT, k :0, 1, . . ., ¡/ - 1

j:0

3.2.4 Finite-Difference based Techniques

Finite-difference based techniques are gaining momentum among financial researchers

for the option pricing problem. This technique involves the solving of PDEs manifesting

the derivative under study. One such PDE which governs the evaluation of option price

using finite-difference techniques is given by the B-S model [8S73]:

(3.8)

where C is the option price to be computed (the unknown variable), ú is the time, ø is

the volatility, ,S is the stock price of the underlying asset and r is the risk-free interest

rate. This is an unsteady equation with ff Aerng the unsteady tenn. The term ffi is

(3.e)
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known as the convective term and # ¡t known as the dffisive term. Diffusion is a

process in a physical system that tries to mix the information in the system. In the current

problem, a 2nd order derivative term in the B-S model is a diffusive term which mixes

the information arriving at the market place (captured by a first order derivative, the

convective term). This knowledge helps to decide on a particular higher order accurate

finite-difference schemes to be designed for the current work.

Finite-difference techniques involve the "discretization" of the above type of equation

so that the dependent variables are considered to exist only at discrete points. The PDE is

then transformed into a set of finite-difference equations (FDEs) that can be solved parti-

tioning the solution space into rectangular meshes or 3D grids in certain cases [CTT04].

Hence, a problem involving differential calculus is transformed into an algebraic prob-

lem.

Solving the B-S model for option pricing numerically or analytically has been a chal-

lenging task for the researchers. However, the advent of high-speed digital computers

and the ever-increasing computational power they offer has had a great impact on the

application of finite-difference to various problems in engineering and sciences. The use

of finite-difference methods (for example [Cla98] and [8577]) to price options divides

the solution space into rectangular meshes to represent time and the asset prices of the

underlying asset in the options contract. The accuracy of the option value is determined

by the size of the mesh in the temporal direction. Having finer meshes in the spatial

direction (for asset prices) will allow pricing of the option for a multitude of market con-

ditions. Thus, the fineness of the mesh contributes to the computational intensiveness of

the problem and hence parallel algorithms are in great demand.

In the rest of this section, we briefly describe the basics of finite-differences and how

the B-S model can be discretized to evaluate option price. The details of our proposed

multithreaded algorithm for a specific finite-difference technique will be presented in
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Chapter 5.

Assume for example, that we need to solve a PDE in which z (the unknown variable)

isafunctionof z andg (0 < r < 1,0 1g < 7),u(r,g). Thenweneedtoestablisha

grid on the domain by replacin E u(r, y) by u(i\r, j LA). The points in the finite grid are

located with the help of i, and j and hence the difference equations are usually written in

terms of (i., j). Assuming LL¿,¡ represênts u(zs, go), the convention for labelling the points

in the finite grid/mesh is illustrated in Figure 3.4. where the neighbours of u¡,¡ Ãrel

u¿+r,j:u(ro]_ Ar,ys)

ui-L,j:u(ro- Lr,Ao)

u¿,j+t: u(ro,Uo + Ly)

u¿,j-t: u(ro,Ao - LA)

To introduce the idea of finite-differences, recall the Taylor-series expansion (see for

example tATPS4l) for the functions u(rs * Lr,Ao) and u(rs - Lr,Ao) at:x : ro ànd

U:UO:

Figure 3.4: Labeling convention in a finite-difference grid.

I

(i+1, j)

j-1)- (i, i) 

-(i,l+1)I

I

(i-1, D

u(rs-t Lr,ao) : u(ro,ao) + ftn". #ry . (3.10)
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u(ro- Lr,ao):u(:xo,ao) -*or+*@4 - (3.11)tv/ 0r--- ðr2 2l

Adding equation 3.10 and equation 3.11, we get the central-difference form of the

2nd order term;

u(ro + /rr,ao) i u(rs - Lr,ao) :2u(rs,ao) + ffiforY + o(Lr)a
OL

ð2u u(rs -t Lr,Ao) - 2u(rs,ao) + u(ro - Lr,ao)

The error in this case is of order 4. Switching the notation to i,7 gives:

0'u _ ui+r,j - 2u¿¡ + ui-r,j
a"r-@ierror

ð12

Subtracting equation 3.11 from equation 3.10 and switching to notation i,7 gives the

central-difference form of the first order term with truncation error of the order of 3:

Ôu _ ui+r.; -'t1,;_ 't ;

0r 'ffi * error (3.13)

Similarly, the forward and backward approximations of the 1sú order derivative can

also be found by simply rearranging the terms for the Taylor series expansion of the

function u(r,A + Ly).Therefore, for an interior point (2, j) on the gnd, )uf ôr can also

be approximated by forward and backward approximation respectively as follows:

ðu u¿,j+t - ui,j
a":-T G'r4)

0u LL; ; - 1.1; ;_ 't

*:-Ê (3'1s)

A large number of difference representations can be found for lsú order or 2nd or-

der derivatives and then applied to the B-S PDE. For more details on finite-difference

representations, readers are directed to [AIP84].

(Lr)'

(3.12)
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The B-S model (equation 3.9) can be used to compute the option price using finite-

difference method. If the expiration time of the option, Z, is divided into N equally

spaced time intervals of length Lt : T lN, a total of l/ f 1 times points are considered:

0, a¿, 2Lt,.. . , (l/)at : 7

AS

Figure 3.5: Time and Asset Price Grid.

Let S,no, be sufficiently high stock price at the time of expiration. For example, is the

stock price is $100, then we take asset prices between $0 and $200 A^9 can be defined as

A^9 : S,no,lM and a total of M -l 1 equally spaced stock prices are considered:

0, As, 2L5,. . .,(M)LS : S,no,

Figure 3.5 depicts a finite-difference grid of asset prices and time containing a total of

(¡/+ 1) (M +L) grid points. The grid point (2, j) corresponds to time ¿A? and asset price

UAS). It is important to note that the pricing requires marching from the expiration date

Stock price
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(7 : (¡/ + 1)A¿) back to the current date (T : 0). In other words, the index for time

will decrease from (¡/ + 1)Aú to 0 in steps of Aú.

There are two classifications of finite-difference methods: "explicit" and "implicit".

Each of these methods have their own merits for accuracy, consistency and stability [Hof89].

For the implicit scheme, we consider the symmetric approximation for the term ffi {in

equation 3.9) which is obtained by taking the average of equations 3.14 and 3.15. For

the term ffi and u*& for**d- and central-difference approximations are considered re-

spectively:

Substituting the values of these derivatives into the unsteady equation 3.9 and rearranging

the terms, the B-S equation can be rewritten as:

ðC:Ctj*r-Co,j-t
AS 2AS
AC:C¿+t,j-u¿,j
æLt

A'C :C¿,j+t -2C¿,j * C¿,j_t

as2 (a,s),

where

ajC¿,i-t + bjci,i I c¡Ct¡*1 : C¿+t,i

Thus, the B-S PDE has been replaced by an algebraic equation. A graphical represen-

tation of the grid points in equation 3.19 is shown in Figure 3.6. In the implicit scheme,

there are three unknown variables (to compute the grid point C¿¡1,¡ one needs values of

C at three other grid points which are unknown) that are computed by a set of coupled

Finite Difference Equations (FDEs) for all grid points.

11a;: )rjô; - lo2 j2Lt
" 2" 2

bj:r+o2¡2Ltir\t
11c¡: -)rjLt - 

-=o2¡2Lt
' 2" 2

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)
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For the explicit scheme, theapproximations for the terms ffi and ffi remainthe same

as the implicit scheme, however, the following approximation is used for the convective

term ffi:

C¡+r,j

Cr,tr

AC C¿+r,j*, - C¿+r,j-t
as 

: 
2LS

The B-S equation for the explicit scheme can be written as:

Figure 3.6: Grid points for implicit formulation.

where

C¿,j : oiCo+r,j_t + b;Ci+r,j t [Co*t¡*t

"î 
: i, 

^¡e|, 
i nt + |o, ¡, nt¡

L*1b;: r+rLtQ-o2¡2Lt)

q : ì, 
^r(|' 

i nt + |o' ¡' nt¡

The formulation of the explicit FDE expresses one unknown in terms of three known

values. A graphical representation of the grid points in equation 3.27 is shown in Fig-

are 3.7. The best scheme for a given problem, however, is generally determined by the

individual terms of the PDE manifesting the problem, and the required accuracy without

violating the stability constraints.

(3.20)

(3.2r)
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Ct*r, rt

Examples of the use of finite-difference methods for option pricing can be found

in [Cla98] and |TZG} } Although finite-difference methods are reasonably straight-

forward and the discretization of the problem domain is almost uniform, these methods

are computationally intensive and produce less speedup as compared to the lattice meth-

ods [C1a98]. However, the accuracy of the option values from the finite-difference tech-

nique are typically much better than the lattice method. In this thesis, the finite-difference

technique is used to evaluate option price.

Finite-difference and finite-element lZFVgSl techniques usually need more compu-

tations for complicated models. Finite-difference methods for the solution of parabolic

PDEs have had broad application in several areas of science and engineering and pro-

vide accurate solutions of problems when appropriate boundary conditions are imposed.

Applying boundary conditions sometimes becomes a difficult task.

Brennan and SchwartzlBSTll introduced a simple procedure using the standard im-

plicit finite-difference scheme for the classic B-S PDE. Due to lack of computational

power at that time, convergence of this method was, however, unclear. Jaillet, Lam-

berton and Lapeyre ULL9OI established the convergence of the Brennan and Schwartz

method with a variational inequality formulation in a generalized B-S framework. The

C¡*rJ

Figure 3.7: Grid points for explicit formulation.

C¡*1, ¡*1
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variational inequality approach not only ensured the convergence ofoption price but also

the convergence of hedge factors [JLL90]. (The fact that the finance community does not

look for help from other areas of research such as computational science is evident from

the huge gap between the publication dates of these two works.)

Numerical considerations may require the use of a more sophisticated finite-difference

method (for example, when the B-S model has little or no diffusion [ZFV98]). Coleman

et al. [CLV02] introduced an algorithm that does not have any restrictions on the type of

finite-difference method used; it is applicable to the discretized problem from the stan-

dard finite-difference to more sophisticated approximation schemes unlike the Brennan

and Schwartz lBSl7l method. Coleman et al. used the Newton process to examine the

close relationship between the option values of the consecutive time steps.

Mayo [May00], for example, evaluated American options using the implicit finite-

difference method. The algorithm gave fourth order accuracy in the log of the asset price

and second order accuracy in time. Thulasiram et al. lTZG04l have designed a second

order -L¡ stable algorithm for the pricing problem. This algorithm achieves the same

error bound as that of the traditional Crank-Nicholson scheme, (discussed in [AIP84]),

while at the same time assures that the error will not propagate. Hence, their scheme

is better than Crank-Nicholson scheme, an As algorithm that guarantees only on error

bounds. Coleman et al. [CLV02)have shown that the Crank-Nicolson scheme is typically

unstable for partial differential problems.

Valuing options using lattice and finite-difference methods often demands additional

computational effort to achieve higher accuracy of results with finer grids or lattices.

Andricopoulos et al. [AWDN04] developed a method which curtails the price ranges

of the underlying assets for which computations are carried out, achieving considerable

savings of computational effort with virtually no loss in accuracy. Such shorter ranges

of asset prices implies smaller volatility of the asset, which indicates to a well informed
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trader/investor the lesser value of the option. In other words, coarser grids on asset

prices are good only for assets that are less volatile. Generally, as the expiration time

approaches, the volatility ofthe asset price decreases, decreasing the value ofthe option.

Therefore, having non-uniform grids in the spatial direction with coarser grids near the

expiration time should reduce computational cost signif,cantly. However, we do not

consider non-uniform grids in this thesis. Finite-elements would be a natural choice for

non-uniform grids or dynamically adaptive grids.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, numerical techniques employed in option pricing and some of the related

work were described. V/e will use the explicit finite-difference technique for our multi-

threaded algorithm to price options, which we describe in Chapter 5. In the next chapter,

we describe the use of CORBA in the current research.



Chapter 4

CORBA in FLEET

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture [SGR99, Bol02] (or CORBA) is an

open standard from the Object Management Group (OMG) [Gro97] for communication

between distributed objects over networks. It is a platform independent, programming

language independent and vendor independent architecture and infrastructure CORBA-

based programs communicate using the standard IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol) pro-

tocol for applications running on the Internet. The communication between the programs

is done with the help of objects. A detailed description of CORBA objects, components

and communication mechanism is provided in the following sections following some

motivation for choosing CORBA.

4.1 Why CORBA?

Today's enterprises need flexible and open information systems. Most enterprises must

cope with a wide range of technologies, operating systems, hardware platforms, and pro-

gramming languages. Each of these is good at some important business task but all of

4T
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them must work together for the business to function. CORBA provides foundation for

flexible and open systems. It underlies some of the Internet's most successful e-business

sites, and some of the worlds most complex and demanding enterprise information sys-

tems.

Large computer networks such as the Internet, the'World Wide Web (WWW), and

corporate intranets are generally heterogeneous in nature. These networks might be

made up of mainframes, PC systems running various versions of Microsoft Windows,

IBM OS/2, UNIX or Linux workstations and servers, and perhaps even devices such as

telephone switches, robotic arms, or manufacturing test-beds. The diversity is not only in

the networks but also the underlying network protocols connecting these systems: Eth-

ernet, FDDI, AIM, TCP/IR Novell Netware, and various remote procedure call (RPC)

systems, for example [SGR99]. There are many factors at work that fuel the heterogene-

ity of large computer systems [Bol02, FN04]. Some of them include:

l. Legacy systems: A financial or other business establishment might decide to re-

place old technology with new. However, the company has to integrate the old and

the new systems to work together and it is often very expensive to replace the old

system entirely.

42

2. Changing technology: With the rapid growth of technology, companies may have

to buy new technology. This may lead to heterogeneity.

3. Mergers: In the case of a merger, the companies involved have to undergo con-

siderable change in terms of technology and integrating their respective computer

networks and systems.
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The Importance of CORBA

ln a network, CORBA can be important for two main reasons:

1. It simplifies distributed computing, and

2. It is a development standard.

CORBA blends all differences between operating system, programming languages, and

process locations using an object oriented paradigm. In addittion, as a standard it elimi-

nates potential differences between software interfaces.

Some applications by nature are distributed. The application is distributed if a) data

is distributed, b) computation is distributed and, or c) the users of the application are dis-

tributed. Fundamentally, the rapidly increasing extent of networks and applications are

due to the need to share information and resources within and across diverse computing

enterprises. Therefore, we need a solution to develop, deploy, and integrate systems in a

distributed heterogeneous environment. CORBA is one such solution developed by the

Object Management Group (OMG) [Gro97] that provides the necessary framework and

API for developing distributed applications. In the current study, both the users and the

data are distributed, therefore, CORBA is suitable for the development of FLEET.

There are many technologies that could have been used for the client-server model in

FLEET. However, we present a tabular comparison of Java's Remote Method Invocation

(RMD with CORBA in table 4.1. Unlike CORBA, RMI allows Java developers to invoke

object methods, and have them execute on remote Java Virtual Machines (JVMs).

43
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Services can be written in many different

languages,executed on many different

platforms, and accessed by any language

with an interface definition language

(IDL) mapping.

CORBA

Table 4.1: CORBA vs. RMI

CORBA supports primitive data types, and a

wider range of data structures, as parameters.

CORBA is ideally suited to use with

legacy systems, and to ensure that

applications written now will be

accessible in the future.

Can only operate with Java systems - no

support for systems written in

C++, Ada, Fortran, Cobol, and

others (including future languages).

CORBA is an easy way to link objects

and systems together

RMI
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4.1,J CORBA Objects

A "virtual" entity capable of being located by an Object Request Broker (ORB) and

having client requests delivered to it is known as the CORBA object [8o102, Gro97]. A

CORBA object can be instantiated by one or more Servantst. Communication between

CORBA-based programs occurs purely with the help of objects. Although, these objects

can be implemented using any standard programming language, each object is clearly

RMI provides limited support for

data types and data structures.

RMI does not provide any support

for legacy systems, its tied only

to platforms with Java support.

lServants ¿ìre programming language entities that exists in the context of a server and contain code that

implements a CORBA object.

RMI only works for Java objects.
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defined by an Interface Definition Language (IDL) that describes the format of data sent

and received. Every CORBA Object has an object reference [8o102] which is an object's

globally unique identity used by clients to invoke methods on the object.

Figure 4.1 shows that any part of the CORBA system can refer to a CORBA object

using the object reference. However, the object is implemented in only one place on

one of the servers in the system. The advantage of using an IDL interface to separate an

object's use from its implementation is that any change in code will not affect the clients

and also that objects can be made easily available across the network to a wide range of

clients.

Figure 4.1: The virtual CORBA object.
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4.1.2 Object Request Brokers (ORBs)

An ORB [SGR99, Bol02] is a software component that mediates communication be-

tween clients and servers. The main function of an ORB is to deliver requests to server

objects and return any responses to the client making the requests. The ORB hides the

underlying complexity of the communication from the programmer by providing a proxy

object in the client's address space, thereby creating an illusion that the remote object is
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local to the client machine. The ORB also hides the object location, implementation de-

tails (programming language, platform, and algorithm), the communication mechanism

(IIOP, TCP/IP, local method invocation etc.), and whether the objects are active or not

while making the request. We have used CORBA's naming service to implement location

transparency.

Location TFansparency

CORBA supports location transparency [Bol02] to make it easier to use. An object is

location transparent if the client uses the same syntax to invoke an operation, no matter

where the CORBA object resides (local or remote). For a client to find a CORBA object,

it should know both the identity of the object and the location of the server process that

provides a home for that object. A server must advertise its objects so that clients can

find them. The server can either write the object reference to a file in a textual form or it

can use the CORBA naming service [Bol02] to find an objects's reference dynamically

given a persistent name for the objects. Using the naming service offers the following

benefits:

o Clients can locate objects through standard names that are independent of the cor-

responding object's locations. This offers greater flexibility since one can modify

the object's implementation or its location transparently from its users.

o The naming service provides a single repository for object references.

46

4.2 CORBA and its Components

In table 4.2, we present many of CORBA s components including Portable Object Adapter

(POA) and General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP) and their functions. A pictorial view of
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Component

ORB Core

Table 4.2: Components of CORBA

TDL

to deliver requests to objects and return any responses to the

clients making the requests.

Stubs

OMG IDL is a declarative language for defining the interfaces of

CORBA objects. All CORBA Objects must be described in OMG IDL.

Skeletons

stub is a mechanism that creates and issues request on behalf

of the client.

POA

Function

GIOP

skeleton code translates the client's request and invokes

the right method on the right implementation.

keeps a reference to a specific object and serves as the glue

between CORBA Object implementation and the ORB itself.

iloP
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a CORBA system is presented in Figure 4.2. An IDL is used to define the objects in

CORBA and the IDL compiler generates client side stub and server side skeleton code.

defines the messages and format that are passed over the ORB

between the client and the object.

4.3 The Role of CORBA in FLEET

an implementation of the GIOP for TCP/IP.

CORBA will be used as the client-server model for the implementation of FLEET. Before

computing the option price, clients will request the current stock price of a certain stock

based on industry. The implemented CORBA object might reside in the same process
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Client Host

'ï'

Server Host

or can be a part of a separate process on a remote machine. We use CORBA s naming

service for location transparency. The naming service allows to associate names with the

objects and hence a consistent style of coding is used to locate objects whether they are

local or remote.

Figure 4.3 shows the general architecture used for evaluating option price and the

shared memory multiprocessor [CTT04]. The Object Request Broker (ORB) core [Bol02]

delivers requests for objects and returns any responses to the clients making the requests.

To compute the option value, the data is sent to the compute server which is a shared

memory multiprocessor machine running Java OpenMP (JOMP).

The common interface is defined using the IDL [Gro97]. We use Sun Microsystems'

IDL-to-Java compiler. It generates the client-side stub and the server-side skeleton shown

in Figure 4.3. When a client invokes an lDl-defined operation on an object reference

GroP/[oP

ORB lnterface

Figure 4.2: Components of a CORBA system.

ll
jr_

ORB Core
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Figure 4.3: CORBA architecture for Option Pricing.
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as if it were a local method, it must link in the stub code. The stub code creates and

issues the remote request on behalf of the client. The stub handles the marshalling of

a request, that is, converting data structure into wire format2 [SGR99]. Once a request

reaches the server side, the skeleton code is used to invoke the appropriate method of

the object's implementation. Skeleton code translates wire format data into memory data

format (unmarshaling) [SGR99]. The Object Adaptor serves as the glue between the

CORBA object implementation and the ORB itself. It adapts the programming language

concept of servants to the CORBA concept of objects and helps to dispatch incoming

invocation requests to the correct servant. IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol) is used for

the communication between the client and the server in different ORBs.

50

Figure 4.4 shows the client's user interface. The user can select the different stocks

based on industry. We have implemented a database of stock information based on indus-

tries which is remotely accessed by the SMP using the DB2 and SQL server running on

2The encoded format by which the request from the client is sent to the server-side through the ORB-

core. The default wire format writes a byte which indicates the kind of object implementation being

requested.

Figure 4.4: Client user interface.
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Neptunium and Uranium machines respectively in the Department of Computer Science.

It should be noted here that the database of stock information is static. However, the

database could be real-time if we got all the information from a reliable financial service

provider. This model for having a multiple databases has been implemented keeping in

mind that the information on all the stocks is not available at a single resource and hence

we need to get the required data from multitude of distributed resources. Depending on

the user's selection of the stock, the request is sent through the resource manager (RM)

to the appropriate database and the stocks are populated in the list. Clicking on the "View

Stock/lVlarket Price", will establish a connection to the distributed database and the stock

price of the asset will be displayed. Looking at the current market price, the user can

decide whether he wants to compute the option value of that stock or wants to check the

stock price of some other stock. The user is then asked to input the information required

for option pricing such as the expiration time of the option contract, the strike price, and

the physical time steps that will determine the desired accuracy of the computed option

value. Larger numbers of levels leads to greater accuracy of the option value computed

but at a higher computational cost. When the"Compute Option Price" button is pressed,

it issues a request to the ORB core, which then looks for the servant that has the re-

quired object implementation and responds back to the client with the option value. The

intermediate process is the computation of the option value on the SMP.

51

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we described CORBA and how we used it for the implementation of

option pricing system. Nowadays, some option price calculators are available online.

Many financial and banking institutions offer some basic tools for evaluating options

on the web. However, these sites neither mention the numerical technique used nor the
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volume of data processing involved. We have substantial amount of data processing

and computation to ensure the accuracy of the option pricing results. This knowledge is

essential to make informed decisions.



Chapter 5

Option Pricing using Finite -

Differences

There are several finite-difference schemes available such as, forward-difference, backward-

difference, central-difference, McCormack scheme, Crank-Nicolson, Richardson scheme

etc. [ATP84]. The best scheme for a given problem is generally determined by the in-

dividual terms of the PDE manifesting the problemtogether with, the required accuracy

and stability constraints. We have determined that for the reduced B-S equation, forward-

differencing for the time (period of option) constraint and central-differencing for the

space (prices) direction (FICS) of the 3-D problem is much better to assure stability.

Further, the accuracy of the results can be controlled by the use of a finer grid in the

computational time direction as well as the space direction. That is, we iterate the solu-

tion process over many computational time steps until we reach a steady state solution.

The basic finite-difference concepts were introduced in section 3.2.4.In this Chapter,

we will describe how the B-S equation can be reduced to apply the FTCS finite-difference

method for the development of our multithreaded algorithm.
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5.L Reducing the Black-Scholes (B-S) Equation

In the derivation given below, C is the option price, S is the stock price, ú is time, ? is

the expiration time, o is volatility, r is the interest rate, E is the strike price, r is the step

size in the time direction (temporal) and r is the step size in the space direction (spatial).

Consider the B-S model,

with initial and boundary conditions, C(0,,t): 0; and lims-- C(S,t) : S, C(5.,7) :
mar(S - 8,0) for a call option and C(^9, T) : mar(E - ^9,0) for a put option. For

brevity, we will only consider a call option here. To transform the B-S model into a

diffusionequation [WHD95], we set S : Ee',t:T - rlL"'andC : Eu(r,r). This

results [Hul02] in equation

u#.**t'# +,s *N - rc:o

Y :q! 'ðu
dr dr,llk-1)*-ku

where k : r lTo2.The initial condition now becomes

u(r,0):mar(er-1,0)
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Equation 5.2 now looks almost like a diffusion equation and we can turn it completely

into a diffusion equation, if we put

,t): earlþru(r,r),

for some constants a and p tobe found. Then differentiation of this equation gives

^0uo-ôuõ2u0u,Bu+ ^ :u",tL+2a^ +- +(k-I)(au+=) -ku.' dr ðr dr" dr'
We can eliminate all the terms containing z by choosing,

{J:a'+(k-I)a-tc,

(s.1)

(s.2)
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and by setting

2a+(k

we can eliminate the 0ul0r term as well.

rewritten as u : 
"-|{*-t)"-l(t'+1)'" 

u(r, r),

ðu 02u

ãr ðr2

with modified initial condition

Boundary condition: The space direction is the asset price. Theoretical boundary

values for the asset price are -oo and +oo. When the price r ---+ -æ at any time r, we

expect that the option contract has almost no value. The option value is supposed to be a

discounted value. Here u(r,z) is the final option value. That is,

"IlL 
u(r, r) : 

"à(t"-r¡"+f,@t-t¡2"

-1) :o

Substituting the values of o

where

u(r,O) :lna!L(e+(À+1)Í - "à$-t)", 
0)

for-oo<r<

"Egr(", 
î) : 0

The purpose of such a transformation is to make the application of numerical tech-

niques easier.

co,r > 0
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and p, u can be

5.2 Forward-Time Central-Space (FTCS) Algorithm

To solve equation 5.3, it needs to be discretized and rendered in algebraic form. We use

the FTCS scheme to discretize the equation. The approach is as follows: A finite number

of equally spaced time steps between the current date (f : 0) and the maturity date of

(s.3)
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the option, (t : T) are chosen. Similarly, a finite number of equally spaced asset prices

(l/¡) are also chosen.

Lt : TlN, (N + 1) total time steps

By the above discretization, a grid consisting of a total of (,nf + 1)(2¡lj f 1) points

is constructed as shown in figure 5.1. The grid point (2,7) corresponds to time 'i\t and

price jA^9. The third-dimension is the computational time step (note that this time step

is different from the physical time step that marches from expiration to the current date)

which is used to ensure the stability of the results. The accuracy of the original sys-

tem is dictated by the convective term (ff) rather than the diffusive term (ffi), in the

original non-transformed B-S equation. The "convective term" brings in the new in-

formation from the outside world into the trading place and convects into the system.

Arrival of such information is mixed into the system by the mixing term or "diffusion

term". Unless there is information to mix, the diffusion term loses its importance. There-

fore, central-differencing for the convective term (2d order accurate) and backward or

forward-differencing for the diffusion term (1"¿ order accurate) would be sufficient. How-

ever, we applied central-differencing to the diffusion term as well, in the transformed B-S

equation because we felt that the additional computational cost incurred due to central-

differencing to the diffusion term could be recovered with the multithreaded implemen-

tation of the algorithm.

The implementation details of the algorithm are described below with reference to

Figure 5.1. The solution scheme is iterated over many computational time steps until it

reaches a steady state. A steady state is defined as a scenario when the solution changes

A,S : S*o,f 2N j, (2N j + 1) total asset prices
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Figure 5.1: A three-dimensional mesh for computing option value with FTCS method.

very little between two consecutive computational time steps. Figure 5.1 shows an in-

stance during the computation of the option price. The computed values of the horizontal

layer (c - 1) are used to calculate the values of layer c. The number of computational

layers depends on the relative error. The value ul,, denotes the option value at the (i, j)
grid point in c¿å computational time layer. The option value at the cth layer is calculated

AS:

N2I
Physical Timesteps (N)
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I Ctt"

Þ9"

n/ Áì¿\>
.,

p: llh2, where I denotes the step size in the time direction r and, å denotes the step

size in the price direction r. If r ranges from 0 to 7 and u ranges fÍom r,n¿n To r,no,,

thenl/xl:Tand2N¡xh:rmán-r,no".Therefore,notethat,theterminalcondition

t : T is reformed to the initial condition r :0lTZG} l.

The relative error is calculate d as err : uI,¡ - ui j' . The computation steps once

the err falls below a certain preset threshold value. The threshold for our algorithm

is 10-4, which gives us the accuracy of 1% of cent. Since the implementation uses an

2Nj+1

uT' : pui+|,¡_' + (1 - 2p)"iil,¡ + pui+I,¡+t
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explicit scheme, by partitioning a given computational layer among many processors,

we can achieve parallelism in computation and the computation of the option value in a

particular layer is dependent only on the values in the previous layer (i.e. the previous

computational time step). For a fundamental treatment on discretization, please refer

ro [AIP84, TR00].

5.3 Summary

Summarizing, we see the forward-differencing in time and central-differencing in space

is best for the current problem to insure stability. Since there might be millions of nodes

in each layer, only two layers are saved in the memory so as to use the memory resources

efficiently (since the nodes in the current layer are computed only with the help of nodes

in the preceeding layer).

The clients in this framework will be thin-clients (a simple client program which

does not do any processing and relies on most of the function of the system being in the

server) and all the processing will be done on the server-side. The compute server is also

multithreaded and uses one thread-per-client policy to spawn threads using Java threads.

The next Chapter compares the speedup achieved using the various scheduling tech-

niques for the server implementation. 'We also present our results of using different

distributed clients over the network.
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Chapter 6

Results

In this Chapte¡ we present the reults of our multithreaded algorithm. We start with a

brief description of the factors that affect the option value of a contract and then follow

it with our experimental perfofinance results.

6.1 Factors Affecting the Option Value

When a client sends a request through CORBA for the computation of an option value,

it passes three parameters that are used by the server to calculate the value of the option

contract. The three parameters, as seen in Chapter 4, are: the expiration time (denoted by

7), the strike price (denoted by E), and the number of levels (denoted by t/). Other pa-

rameters, that are required for the option value computation are interest rate (r), volatility

(o), number of asset prices considered (lü), and the stock price (^9) of the option. For

testing, these parameters are set to values shown in table 6.1 except when they were

varied to study their effect on the option price.

Consider the effect of strike pnce E on the option value. Since the payoff in the case
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Table 6.1: The initial values of various parameters.

.9

E

$100

$100

r

(¡)
Jr
o
cto

5.802

5.8015

5.801

5.8005

5.7SS5

5.799

5.7S85

5.7S8

70%

o

T

n%

1 year

t-q-vl

of calloption ismar(S - 8,0), theincreaseinE decreasesthevalueof theoption.

That is, the option moves out-of-the-money. Put options on the other hand behave in the

opposite manner, the value of the put option increases with the increase in the value of

-8. Thus, when ^9 
---+ oo: the value of a call option becomes S. Figure 6.1 shows the

effect of increasing the number of levels (l/) or in other words, dividing the total time

into smaller time steps. As l/ increases, the option value converges to a stable value and

thereby more accurate results are obtained.
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Figure 6.1: Variance with physical time steps (N).

Option value is directly proportional to volatility. The volatility of a stock price is a

measure of how uncertain we are about future stock price movements. As the volatility

N=180û
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increases, the probability that the stock will do very well or very poorly also increases.

The holder of the call option benefits from price increases but has limited risk if the price

decreases because the most the holder can lose is the premium (in our case we assume

that there is no premium) that the holder paid for the option to the writer. Similarly,

the holder of the put option benefits from price decreases, but has limited risk if the

price increases. Both put options and call options become more valuable as the time to

expiration increases because the holder of an option with longer life has more exercise

opportunities than the holder of an option with shorter life.

The effect of risk-free interest rate (r) is not as clear as that of other factors. As

interest rates in the economy increase, the expected return required by the investors from

the stock tends to increase. Also, the present value of any future cash flow received by

the holder of the option decreases. The combined result of these two effects is to decrease

the value of put options and increase the value of call options. In practice, however, when

the interest rate increases, the price of the stock tends to fall.

6.2 Experimental Results

6l

In this section, we report our experimental results obtained in the implementation of

the FTCS algorithm by varying the problem size and the number of threads on an eight

processor SMP. All the processors are Intel Pentium III with 700MHz CPU and cache

size of 10241<8. The total physical memory of the machine is over 7GB.

The clients used for the experiments are a network of computers which consisted

of twenty-four heterogenous computers (8 machines each of ÏVindows, Linux and So-

laris) available in the Department of Computer Science. The tests were performed on all

three types of clients which differed in operating systems (OS), CPU speed and memory.

Table 6.2 lists the specifications of the clients.
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Clients

Windows

Linux

Solaris

Table 6.2:6.

Windows XP

Fedora CoreZ.0

SunOS 5.8

OS

fiac tion of different clients.
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Eoott
;50
r= 40

c3ú
o
Zzoo
$10

IJ.J

u

Intel pentium III 866MHz

lntel pentium III 866MHz

UIITaSPARC III750MHz

CPU Speed

mWindows Clieni aLinux Client eSolaris Client

The clients used for the experiments are all dedicated machines (though the server

was not). The execution times seen by the clients is the time taken by the compute server

to calculate the option price using the multithreaded algorithm and includes the time

taken to get the information from the remote database. The remote database of stock

information has been implemented using DB2 and SQL servers running on Neptunium

and Uraniuln servers in the Department of Computer Science. Figure 6.2 shows a com-

parison of execution time of different clients at N j : 200 and with varying ,n/ (physical

timesteps). Theoretically the execution time for all the clients should be approximately

the same (irrespective of the OS and other specifications) as the clients are thin clients

and do not do any significant processing by themselves. The slight variation in the ex-

RAM
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256M8

256M8

512M8

Figure 6.2: Execution time on different clients.
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ecution time observed is likely due to the varying load on the compute server (the SMP

machine) as it was not dedicated during testing.

Table 6.3: Option Value (OV)alue ((Jv I at van

N

N=300

N=600

N=900

N=1200

N=1500

N=1800

Table 6.3 shows option value (OV) with { : 200 for various ly''s. Over a large

number of compute time steps it is expected that the option value should converge, which

is very clear from this table.

The computation of the option value at an intermediate node of a layer (C,) depends

on the values of the previous layer (C¿-1). The nodes in C¿ are divided among differ-

ent threads to speedup the computation process. In this work, we use Java OpenMP

(JOMP) [BWKO0O, EPC, Obd99], which provides a collection of compiler directives,

library functions, and environment variables that can be used for shared memory parallel

programming in Java. To use the JOMP directives and functions, a file with.jomp ex-

tension is created which is then converted to the corresponding .java file with the help

of the JOMP compiler IBWKOOO]. The JOMP compiler basically replaces the paral-

lel constructs in the .jomp file with a new instance of a compiler created class and the

fields within it are initialized to appropriate variables. The 3-D grid mesh used for the

computation is constructed with the help of multiple forloops, therefore, only the "for"

OV

5.80t736

5.800581

5.800064

s.199180

5.199583

5.799524

)us gno stzes

Difference

id

0.001155

0.000517

0.000284

0.000197

0.000059

with N¡ : 200
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work-sharing construct of JOMP and its clauses are discussed here. For more details

other directives and constructs, please refer to IBV/KOOO, Obd99].

The general form [Obd99] of a parallel f or in JOMP is given by:

I I omp f or[claus efclausel. . .l

for - loop

There are many different possible clauses. 'We used the private, schedule and nowait

clauses in our experiments. The nowait clause is used to remove the implicit barrier at

the end of the loop to attain maximum speedup. It is safe to the nowait clause in our case

as we are parallelizing individual layers and the computation of nodes in a specific layer

deos not depend on any other node in the same layer. The private clause declares the

variables in the associated list to be private to each thread in a team. The schedul¿ clause

specifies how the iterations of a loop are to be divided among the threads. The value of

the chunk size (CS) variable, if specified, determines the number of iterations assigned

to one thread. The schedule clause can be set to one of the following:

static: When schedule(static, CS) is specified, the iterations of the loop are divided into

chunks of size CS. The value of CS has to be loop-invariant and positive. The

chunks are then statically assigned to threads in a round-robin fashion based on

the thread number. If no chunk size is specified, then the iterations are divided

in approximately equal chunks that will minimize the total number of iterations

performed by any thread.

dynamic: When schedule(dynamic, CS) is specified, a chunk of CS iterations is assigned

to each thread. On completion, the thread is assigned the next available chunk

dynamically (i.e. at runtime). If the value of CS is not specified, the default value

is 1.
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guided: When schedule(guided, CS) is specified, the iterations are also assigned dynam-

ically, but the chunks have exponentially decreasing sizes. If the value of CS is not

specified, the default is 1.

Figure 6.3: Original and partitioned grid that uses various scheduling techniques.

Figure 6.3 shows an instance of a 2-D layer of asset prices and physical time be-

fore and after partitioning using the static scheduling techniques. The grid shown here

is symmetric and therefore, the CS for all the threads is equal. The last chunk may be

of smaller size depending on the size of the grid and the number of threads used. How-

ever, in the guided technique, the CS decreases exponentially and the subsequent chunks

are approximately the number of remaining iterations divided by twice the number of

threads. We first present speedup results obtained using the default scheduling technique

and later we show the effect of using other scheduling techniques. Speedup is the ratio

of execution time of a sequential program to that of multi-threaded parallel program.

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the execution time and speedup obtained with}-,4-,8-, and

16-threads on 8 processors respectively with 200 asset values (l/, : 200). We achieved

a speedup ranging between 1.60 to 3.99, the maximum being 3.99 using 16-threads (on

Original
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Figure 6.4: Execution Time (in seconds) with varying time steps and 200 asset values.
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8 processors) with 1800 physical time steps (N). Here we used the default scheduling

technique of JOMP. Threads in all cases are evenly distributed among processors. With

16-threads (2 threads per processor) we get the most speedup. Other experiments show

that, on further increasing the number of threads, we did not get any more speedup due

to the context switching and synchronization delays.

7+-.,.'T.íim;9(seq¡'..'ltþ,thieads 
rf 8 lh¡eã.qS

-x-4 threads -x-2 threads

700

600

500

4tl0

300

200

(J
o
]n
o

i=
100

Figure 6.6: Execution Time (in seconds) with varying time steps and 400 asset values.

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the execution time and speedup results obtained after in-

creasing the number of asset values from 200 to 400. Notice the increase in speedup with

the increase in the number of threads and the problem size. The reason for dividing the

expiration time into a maximum of 1800 small time steps is because there are approxi-

mately 225 working days in a year with 8 working hours every day. Hence, we take ly'

to the maximum of 1800(225 x 8) which gives hourly precision of the option value.

Since the best results were obtained using 16-threads and l/¡ : 200, we keep Nj :
200 and use 16-threads to test the different scheduling techniques in JOMP. We have ex-

perimented with all three scheduling techniques provided in JOMP and Figure 6.8 shows

the speedup results. In these experiments, CS was fi tor all scheduling techniques and

N=600
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results labelled "Speedup (16 Threads)" correspond to the default scheduling technique.

Notice that the default scheduling scheme yields the best results, this is because JOMP

divides the iterations so as to minimize the maximum number of iterations per thread.

This scheme reduces the context switching time of the threads. In static and dynamic

scheduling, each thread is given an equal amount of work initially. Therefore, the two

scheduling policies do not show much difference. The speedup with dynamic scheduling

is slightly less than static as some threads under the dynamic scheduling scheme exe-

cute the last few chunks while the others sit idle. Hence, this load imbalance causes

the dynamic scheme to be slightly slow. The guided scheme, however, gave the least

speedup because the specified chunk size is S to begin with and then the chunk size de-

creases exponentially [KOB01, BIVKOOO] and hence more threads are required to do the

same computation at the end. More threads cause synchronization and context switching

delays which affects the performance of the algorithm.
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Figure 6.9: Execution time: Keeping the CS constant and varying the number of threads.

Figure 6.9 shows the result of keeping the CS constant at ff and varying the number

of threads. We do not notice much difference in the execution time until l/ : 900.

However, on further increasing the number of physical time steps -ôy', 16-threads give
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the best results. As N increases, the number of chunks to be executed by the threads

also increases. For example, if l/ is 1500, there are 94 chunks to be executed by the

threads. In the case of 16-threads, 14-threads execute 6 chunks and 2-threads execute

5 chunks each. Whereas, with 8-threads, 6-threads execute 12 chunks and 2-threads

execute 11 chunks each. Therefore, there is more context switching overhead in case

of lower number of threads. Figure 6.10 shows the execution time of our algorithm on

varying CS with 16-threads using the static scheduling technique. Here, the equal chunks

are statically assigned to each thread and we notice that we get best results when CS is

equal to the number of threads.
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Figure 6.10: Execution time: Keeping the number of threads constant and varying CS.

6.3 Summary

N=6[0 N=900 N=1200

Pþsical time steps (N)

ln summary, the default scheduling technique of JOMP gave the best results. Out of

the other three scheduling techniques, the static technique gave best results with CS

: fi. t6-ttreads gave the maximum speedup of 3.99 on eight processors and on further

N = 1500
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increasing the number of threads, the increase in context switching and synchronization

delays decreased the speedup.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis presented a framework for evaluating Eurpoean options. There are three

contributions in this work: (i) the development of a multithreaded algorithm to solve the

B-S model for option pricing problem. (ii) the use of JOMP for creating a computing

environment for option pricing; (iii) integrating a CORBA based client and back end

server (that computes the option values using multithreaded option pricing algorithm

using FTCS finite-difference technique).

We tested our algorithm on a heterogeneous with nodes varying in OS, CPU speed

and memory capacity. We analyzed the parallel run times of the approach and presented

the speedup results. We experimented with our algorithm for various chunk sizes and

using three different scheduling techniques (static, dynamic, guided) provided in JOMP.

We studied the behavior of static scheduling by varying the number of threads and chunk

sizes. Out of the three scheduling policies, the static policy outperformed the other two

scheduling techniques. The maximum speedup obtained on an SMP machine with eight

processors was approximately 4 using 16-threads.

We also showed that the method is scalable. That is, it can maintain constant parallel

12
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efficiency if the number of threads and the size of the problem are increased correspond-

ingly. 'We 
have validated the accuracy of our algorithm for pricing European call option

on one asset. We showed that the option value becomes stable as the problem size is

increased (in other words, having more intermediate points in a computation for a given

period of the option contract) and divergence between the option values decreases with a

smaller number of computational time steps.

We presented the parallel implementation of a 3-dimensional mesh for the evalua-

tion of European options using a database of stock information. We reduced the B-S

equation to a form (equation 5.3) which made it easier to implement. We used JOMP

to parallelize the FTCS finite-difference method on shared memory architecture. Thus,

in rapidly changing market place, the results can help the investor to make informed

decisions.

In future, we would like to test our algorithm on a SMP with more than eight pro-

cessors, such as the 24 processor SunFire system at the University of Manitoba. Other

possible extensions that can come out of this thesis are:

o To incorporate various Real-Time CORBA (RT-CORBA) [SK00] which would al-

low us to configure and control the processor, communication, and memory re-

sources.
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Study the problem with other explicit and implicit finite-difference schemes for

solving the Black-Scholes equation. Compare the results from different techniques

for accuracy and speedup.

Since FLEET is a client-server framework, we can extend the framework to include

a multitude of services to the investor (for example, portfolio optimization).
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